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1 The Ultimate Slit Experiment:
quantum mechanics and the path integral
The aim of these lectures is to show how the phenomenology of elementary particles and their
interactions can be described in terms of Feynman diagrams. The treatment is not rigorous:
rather, I intend to give plausibility arguments, always sticking as closely as possible to physics.
In my opinion, the path integral formulation of relativistic quantum physics is one of the most
directly physical ways of talking about the phenomena of the elementary particle world. It
may therefore be useful to see how the path integral view naturally arises from basic quantum
mechanics, using the arguments of Feynman himself.














































































































A ‘particle’ (electron, photon, human volunteer,: : :) is emitted at position A at time t1, and after
a while, at time t2, it is observed to be in the ‘detector’, at position B out of all possible positions.
Between A and B we have put a screen with 2 holes through which the particle may pass.
Quantum mechanics tells us that the real, positive probability of finding the particle at B can
be computed as the absolute value squared of the complex-valued probability amplitude, which
in this case consists of two contributions, one from each of the two possible paths the particle
‘could have taken’ (indicated by straight lines). The superposition of two complex contributions
gives rise to the well-known interference patterns that are observed, demonstrating the wavelike




















































































































































































Now there are 4 different paths, each giving their contribution, and the interference pattern
becomes correspondingly more complicated. Having become fanatical, we now put in many








































































































































































































































































































































There are now very many possible paths1, and we have just drawn a few: all the possible
paths give a contribution to the probability amplitude of arrriving at B. By now being rabidly
frenzied, we decide on the ultimate multislit experiment: we decide to insert an infinite number
of screens, each with so many holes in it that every molecule in every screen is completely
drilled away. This is simpler than it sounds: the particle now travels through empty space! Still,








































Our conclusion must be that all possible paths between A and B give a contribution to the
probability amplitude, and we have to sum these over all paths: the path integral.
In many cases, we do not know that the particle was actually at A at time t1, and the
only information we have is a quantum-mechanical wave-function  (x1; t1) that gives us the
probability amplitude for finding the particle at a given position x1 at time t1: by the path
integral this is then translated into the wave-function  (x2; t2) at the later time t2.
But what is the contribution from each path? The correct choice is to take exp(iS=h),
where S is the action associated with the path, that is, the time integral over the Lagrangian
from t1 to t2. To see this, let us write the prescription as given, for this one-dimensional case:












_x2 − V (x)
) (x1; t1) ; (1)
where x = x(t) is any path in time with x(t1) = x1 and x(t2) = x2, and Dx denotes the super-
inifinitely large sum over paths. m is the particle’s mass, and V any potential in which it moves.
The factor N is a normalization, necessary to ensure the conservation of probability, since j j2
must integrate to 1 at all times. The dot denotes a time derivative. Let us now take t2 to be
infinitesimally later than t1: t2 = t1 + , with  very very small. It is now a good approximation
to replace the time integral by a multiplication by  . Writing x1 = x2 + y, we may then replace
Eq.(1) by











 (x2 + y; t1) : (2)
1The number of paths is the product of the number of screens and the number of holes per screen, even if we
forbid backwards motion of the particle.
It is easy to see that, if my2=h becomes large, the contributions will interfere utterly destruc-




. This allows us to make an expansion in y and 
up to first order in  :





















where primes denote space derivatives, and we have assumed that  (x; t) is smooth enough.



























= ih=m ; (5)
and the term of of first order in  then results in
ih _ (x; t) = − h
2
2m
 00(x; t) + V (x) (x; t) ; (6)
the Schro¨dinger equation.
Note that we have not ‘proven’ the Schro¨dinger equation here: we merely have replaced
it, as a basic postulate of quantum physics, by another one, namely the path integral. But the
above indicates that the path-integral picture is a useful way of looking at quantum physics.
The various paths x(t) are ‘random’ objects, and the only information we have about them is
the probability amplitude connected with them. It is this probabilistic interpretation that we
want to take with us. To make the envisageing easier, we shall for now drop the i, and talk
about real, positive probabilities rather than complex probability amplitudes.
2 Small beginnings:
field theory in 0+0 dimensions
It is often useful to start simply. Therefore, in this section we shall take a particularly simple
model of the universe: we shall take it to consist of one single point. In this universe is a single
particle species without any properties such as spin, etc. The ‘field’ describing the particle is a
function over space(time), and therefore consists, in this case, of a single value.
2.1 The path integral and Green’s functions
2.1.1 Free theory and sources
In the spirit of the path integral picture, we assume the value ’ of the field to be a random
number, whose probability density is proportional to exp(−S(’)), for some function S(’),






with some constant . We call this the free theory. Since ’ is random, all the information that
one can possibly compute about it2 is contained in the moments of the distribution, which are
called the Green’s functions of the theory:
Gp  h’pi = N
∫
d’ ’p e−S(ϕ) ; (8)
where the brackets denote the average under e−S(ϕ), and N is the normalization, chosen such








Gk2 ; G2k+1 = 0 ; k  1 : (9)
















The ‘counting’ number J is called a source; its physical meaning will become clear later on.
We can compute Z(J) directly by ‘completing the square’:










and then doing the Gaussian integral, or by realizing, from its integral representation, that it












e−S(ϕ)+Jϕ = 0 ; (12)








2.1.2 Interacting theories and perturbation theory
In real life, we expect theories to be more complicated than just the free one, so let us add a term








2You could imagine instead measuring the value that ϕ actually takes, but that would be experimental rather
than theoretical physics.
Extra terms added to a free theory are called interaction terms, and coefficients like  are called
coupling constants3. Computing the Gp is now immediately much more difficult. A possible
approach is to consider the extra term as a small ‘perturbation’ of the Gaussian (especially if 
is small), and make an expansion in powers of . For odd q, Gq is again zero, while for even


























































































































This approach is called the perturbation expansion: the effects of interaction are implicitly
considered as ‘small corrections’ to the free theory5. Clearly, similar but more complicated
expressions can be obtained in the same way for other interaction terms, even if the path integral
itself is not defined, for instance in a ’3 theory (in which case also the odd Green’s functions
would be non-zero). The alternative approach would be to use again the integral representation,









Z(J)− JZ(J) = 0 : (18)
There are 3 independent solutions, none particularly simple; and then we would have to pick
the correct one, that gives the perturbative expansion above.
2.1.3 Connected Green’s functions
The information about the probability density encoded in the moments Gp can of course also
be described in other ways. One of the more useful descriptions (also employed in statistics) is
3The factor 1/24 is a convention: in general, we put a factor 1/q! before an interaction of type ϕq . Some authors
use a different convention, so beware.
4Here we use the fact that for a Gaussian with zero mean and unit standard deviation, the 2nth moment is given
by (2n)!/n!2n .
5See, however, the Appendix to this section.




























In the jargon, the cumulants are called the connected Green’s functions: the ‘connected’ will
become clear later on. From the definition of Z and W , it can easily be checked that C1 = G1
is the mean of the probability density, while C2 = G2 − G21 is its variance, C3 its skewness.
C4 is related to the kurtosis, and so on. It will turn out that these correspond to the physically
more interesting properties of the theory. From Eq.(13) we see that for a free theory only C2 is


















































The Feynman diagram approach is just another way to arrive at the expansions for Gp and Cn.
For now, we just give a recipe to get Cn; later on we prove that it is indeed the correct one.
To obtain Cn (n  1) to order k, take k vertices with 4 legs and join them by lines, in such
a way that precisely n lines are sticking out: do this in all possible ways such that the graph
is connected, so that you can walk from any external line to any other one over the graph.
Closed loops are perfectly allowed, and in fact as k increases become unavoidable. Every such
Feynman graph corresponds to a number, as follows: every line carries a factor 1=, and every
vertex a factor −. There is also a numerical factor 1=(n!k!(4!)k), the coefficient of (−)kJn
in the expansion of e−S+Jϕ, since that is the integral we are actually trying to do. Now add the
results of all Feynman graphs. The assignment of numbers to elements of Feynman graphs are
called the Feynman rules, and are an important issue in these lectures: the choice of Feynman
rules defines the theory. In this case, they are:
! 1

; ! − :
Of course, there are many diagrams that look exactly the same, differing only in the use of one
of the k vertices rather than another, or one of its legs rather than another, while the diagram
is being built up. It is customary to collect all such topologically equivalent diagrams into
one. The numerical factor in front is then 1=f , where f is the number of ways in which legs
and vertices can be interchanged without changing the diagram. This is called the order of
the symmetry group of the diagram, and 1=f is called its symmetry factor. Some examples of
diagrams with their symmetry factors are:












Note that the external legs are counted as distinct. The determination of symmetry factors,
although in principle straightforward, can be very cumbersome6; fortunately in many cases
they are simple or even (as in QED, as we shall see) always unity. As an excercise, you may
check that





It should be kept in mind that the Feynman diagrams are just funny ways of writing definite
mathematical objects: it makes perfect sense to talk about the numerical value of a diagrams.
2.2.1 The Schwinger-Dyson equation
The drawing of Feynman diagrams can be systematized. To this end, we introduce the Feynman
rule for the source J , which we now picture by another vertex (denoted by a small cross):
! +J ;
the + sign coming from the fact that we added −J’ to the action in Eq.(10). The physical
meaning of the source is now apparent: a source acts as an object that gives rise to a line
entering the diagram from the ‘outside’. In real life, a source may be also described by Feynman
diagrams (as in QED, where an electron line may emit a photon, and acts as a souce for this
photon), or we may assume the source to be ‘infinitely far away’ so that the line comes in from
‘infinity’, as it should for, say, electrons and positron coming out of an accelerator into the
interaction region (we shall come back to this point later on). The symmetry factor will now
also contain 1=k! in diagrams where k such source vertices are present7. Each derivative with
respect to J corresponds to deleting one such vertex, so that an extra external line is generated.
Let us now consider the set of all possible connected diagrams with precisely one external leg.
Since (the value of) this set depends on J , we denote it by (J) (beware: ’ stands for the
‘dummy’ integration variable in te path integral, and  denotes a definite number, namely the
value of the set of diagrams. There is a good reason for this confusing notation, as we shall see

















































































(J) ;    (23)
(note that this works because we put in a factor 1=n! with Jn, as dictated by our considerations









Let us now follow the external line of (J) into the diagram. There are several possibilities.
The line may immediately encounter a J vertex, and stop there, or a  vertex, and split into
6It is also one of the things that is very difficult to program in a computer.
7Lines attached to a J vertex count as internal lines.


















































































































































where we have to put in the symmetry factors corresponding to the interchange of equivalent
















The Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equation allows us to construct the whole set of connected diagrams
in a recursive manner9. That we get the right diagrams can simply be proven: if we are correct,










By making this substitution for (J) in Eq.(18) we indeed obtain Eq.(26); and since the simplest
term in (J), namely J=, is correct, all the other ones are correct as well. Other theories have


























Z(J) = JZ(J) : (29)
It is left as an excercise to work out the diagrammatic form for a theory with ’3 as well as ’4
interactions.
It must be remarked that, once the external leg that serves as the ‘starting point’ has been
chosen, we can for every diagram unambiguously determine to which term in the SD equation
it belongs, just by looking at what happens at the ‘first vertex’. Therefore, the symmetry factor
of the diagram is completely determined by the factors 1=2 and 1=6 in the SD equation10. In
a theory like QED, where there is only one vertex, where three non-equivalent lines meet, all
symmetry factors are therefore unity. The same holds for the electroweak model as long as no
four-boson vertices or Higgs self-interactions are involved.
Finally, it may be realized that (J) has a simple interpretation: in the presence of
the source J , the random variable ’ has probability density N exp(−S(’) + J’) rather than
N exp(−S(’)). Denoting by h  iJ averages with respect to this density, we see that
(J) = h’iJ ; (30)
which explains our use of two such similar symbols.
8Note that this is only unambiguous if the blobs denote connected diagrams.
9Indeed, it can easily be implemented in computer algebra, starting with φ(J) = J/µ and iterating the right-
hand side of Eq.(26) .
10It is not, however, a simple product of such factors, since for individual diagrams the lines entering the loops
may be inequivalent: the equivalence holds only for the set of all diagrams.
2.2.2 Connected, disconnected and vacuum diagrams
Having seen that the set of all connected diagrams without external legs but with legs ending in
J vertices represents W (J), we now understand where the name ‘connected Green’s function’
comes from. The set of Green’s functions inZ(J) is then eW (J) = 1+W (J)+W (J)2=2+cdots,
and we see that it corresponds to the set of all diagrams, both connected ones and disconnected
ones (that consist of two or more separate connected pieces), with a extra symmetry factor 1=m!
for each connected diagram that occurs precisely m times as a factor in a given term in Z(J).
A disconnected diagram consisting of p connected pieces comes from the term W (J)p=p! in
eW (J). Only one type seems to be missing, namely those diagrams that do not contain any J
vertex at all: this set is given by
exp
(













+   
)
: (31)
That this is not really an omission becomes clear if we realize that these are just the diagrams
that crop up in the computation of Z(0), and hence are always precisely absorbed in the defini-
tion of the normalization N : since the same set of vacuum diagrams always occurs as a factor
in any Gp, it is always divided out.
2.2.3 The loop expansion and classical theory
The perturbative expansion in  is straightforward; but in a theory with more than one coupling
constant ambiguities may arise, since a priori the relative orders of these constants are not













then are we to take 3 and 4 as being of the saem order? Or should we take, say 23 to be
of order 4? There is a more systematic way of ordering the diagrams in a given Cn, by the
number of closed loops in each diagram. Let us decide to assign a factor h to each loop11. In


































































































































































This ordering of the diagrams is called the loop expansion. To account for the occurrence of h,













11Here, h¯ is of course just an arbitrary numerical constant: its significance as a constant of nature becomes only
clear in the more-dimensional case.







Z(J) = JZ(J) : (36)
The relative order of 3 and 4, say, can now be fixed: by replacing, in the new definition of
Z(J), the integration variable ’ by ’0 = ’
p
h, we see that ,3
p
h, and 4h are all of the same
order, and therefore 23 has the same order as 4 in the loop expansion.
It may be interesting to see what happens when h becomes vanishingly small: this is















r−1 = S 0(c(J)) = J ; (37)
from the definition of S(’) as a series in ’. Since c(J) contains only diagrams without closed
loops, it is also called the tree approximation. In the path integral, on the other hand, the
integrand will show extremely narrow peaks as h ! 0, so that (J) = h’iJ will really only
get contributions from those positions where the exponent has maxima: these correspond, of
course, precisely to those values of ’ where S(’)− J’ has a minimum on the integration axis.
The lowest of these minima (assuming that it is unique) gives the dominant contribution, and
for this value, ’c, we of course have
S 0(’c) = J : (38)
This is called the classical field equation. Note that the other minima will give contributions
that are suppressed relative to the dominant one by e−a/h¯, with a some positive number: such
contributions, that are of course totally invisible in an expansion in powers of h, are inherently
non-perturbative. Usually one tries to arrange things such that ’c = 0 when J vanishes12; the
other solutions of the classical field equation are called instantons.
2.2.4 The effective action
Since the classical equation looks simpler than the full quantum-mechanical one, the question
arises: can we find another action (called the effective action) such that its classical approxi-
mation coincides with (J)? If so, we would need to compute only tree diagrams, which is
certainly simpler than also computing loops. Denoting the effective action by Γ(’), it must
therefore be such that
Γ0((J)) = J : (39)
Let us assume that the relation between J and  can be inverted, at least in some neighbourhood
of J = 0:
 = (J) $ J = y() : (40)
Integration by parts, and using phi dJ = dW , then gives us Γ:
Γ() =
∫
y() d = y()− hW (y()) : (41)
12This may necessitate a shift in the definition of ϕ, as in the case of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
The effective action is the Legendre transform of W (J).
In terms of Feynman diagrams, it is useful to introduce the notion of a one-particle irre-
ducible (1PI) diagram. Such a diagram can not be made disconnected by cutting through one
internal line. For example:
is 1PI ; is not 1PI :
A single vertex also counts as 1PI, since there aren’t any internal lines to cut. Let us now redo
the reasoning that led to the SD equation. Coming into the diagram, we shall encounter a 1PI
piece of it – possibly only a single vertex. Out of this piece stick 0; 1; 2; 3; : : : lines that, when


























































































































































r−1 = J ; (43)
where −γr denotes the sum of all 1PI diagrams with at least one vertex and precisely r external











Note that since it is usually easy to construct 1PI diagrams with very many external legs, the




























In the foregoing, it might seem that the ’2 term in the action is treated differently from the
interaction terms: after all, the quadratic term occurs like 1= in the Feynman rules, while the
coupling constants appear with positive power. That this is not really the case becomes clear














































+ (higher interaction terms) ; (47)
13By first rewriting Eq.(34) as an equation for y(ϕ) rather than for φ(J), then solving it perturbatively as a
power series in h¯, and then integrating over ϕ.








(higher interaction terms) ; (48)
and we have indicated all occurrences of . By bringing the term linear in (J) to the left, we






(higher interaction terms) ; (49)
in other words, we might as well have absorbed the 2 into the  from the start. This absorption
of quadratic interactions into the  term is called Dyson summation. The apparently different
treatment of quadratic terms is related to the fact that the perturbation expansion is one around
the Gaussian form in the path integral.
2.3 Renormalization
So far, we have treated all parameters in the action as if they were in some way logically prior
to the physics they imply. In reality, of course, it is just the other way around: in the practice
of physics, one tries to obtain the couplings etc. from some measurement experiment by a fit
to data, and then uses them in a prediction for the result of some other measurement. It is only
the measurements that have a claim to physical reality: strictly speaking, masses and couplings
are just bookkeeping devices. This is at the basis of renormalization: if, by some effort, we
have computed yet one higher order (in h, say) in our prediction, this is useless unless we have
the corresponding higher precision in our extraction of the parameters from their measurement.
It also (and fortunately!) means that if two parameters always occur in precisely the same
combination in our expressions for the measurement and prediction, we cannot, and should not
try to, disentangle them. This is the way in which the infamous loop divergences in quantum
field theory become ‘absorbed’ into the physical parameters, but we must keep in mind that,
even for a perfectly finite theory, renormalization is always necessary as long as we are working
in perturbation theory.
2.3.1 Finite renormalization in zero dimensions
To illustrate the above, let us again consider ’4 theory. If we include the correct factors h, the



















































There are 2 parameters,  and , so we need 2 measurements to fix them. Let us take these to
be the measurements of C2 and C4. From the measured values of C2 and C4, we extract our
parameters and then use them to predict C6, say. Each new order in h will change our extracted
value of  and , and so we should write
 = 0 + 1h+ 2h
2 + 3h
3 +    ;
 = 0 + 1h + 2h
2 + 3h
3 +    : (51)










These lead, to the correct order in h, to similarly truncated approximations to C6, which we call
C
(p)
6 . At the lowest (tree) order, we simply have
(0) = 0 =
1
C2








To first order, we have to determine 1 and 1 such that the values of C2 and C4 remain un-
changed, and update the (truncated) prediction for C6:















and so on. For the sake of numbers, let us assume that C2 = 1 and C4 = −2, and take h = 0:01.
In the table we give the updated values of ,  and C6.
O (hp) (p) (p) C(p)6 wrong
0 1.000000 2.000000 40.00000 40.00000
1 0.990000 2.060000 38.80000 33.60000
2 0.989767 2.060600 38.87200 34.41867
3 0.989766 2.060622 38.86600 34.31619
4 0.989766 2.060621 38.86662 34.32951
5 0.989766 2.060621 38.86654 34.32767
6 0.989766 2.060621 38.86655 34.32795
7 0.989766 2.060621 38.86655 34.32790
8 0.989766 2.060621 38.86655 34.32791
9 0.989766 2.060621 38.86655 34.32791
The column labelled ‘wrong’ is the result for C6 where we have just included the higher orders
in the prediction, while keeping  and  fixed to their lowest-order values 1 and 2. For this value
of h, perturbation theory appears to do nicely – but if you feel happy now, read the Appendix!
2.3.2 Divergences and renormalization: a toy model
In real, four-dimensional life, the higher-order corrections are of course both more complicated
than just simple combinations of  and , and more dangerous, since loop diagrams tend to give
divergences. Fortunately, in many cases these are automatically taken care of by renormaliza-
tion, provided the theory has the right structure. In order to see how this works, we shall study
a simple toy model.
In order to include, in an admittedly crude way, the divergence structure of the loop di-
agrams in the four dimensionional theory into our zero-dimensional model, let us add a com-
plication to the zero-dimensional Feynman rules, as follows. We decide that every closed loop
with precisely one vertex on it shall be multiplied by a factor 1 + c1, and every closed loop
with precisely 2 vertices on it by a factor 1 + c2; loops with more vertices are not modified.
Here, c1 and c2 are numbers that eventually go to infinity. To handle this, we assume that they
both depend on some parameter , and diverge as  ! 1. Diagrammatically, we have the
replacement
! + ;  c1  ;
! + ;  c2  : (55)













Note that we have also introduced a term linear in ’. This is because we would like to interpret
particles as fluctuations in the field: for the situation with no particles, the vacuum, it is most
reasonable to also require the field to be absent. Hence, we require that (0) = h’i = 0. For
pure ’4 theory this is automatically ensured by the ’$ −’ symmetry of the action, but when
a ’3 term is present, the coupling 1 has to be renormalized to achieve this.
Of course, the SD equation will have to be modified in such a way that now also the
dotted diagrams are automatically generated, symmetry factors and all. This can be done by
















= + + +   









































= + + +    : (57)













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where we have indicated the powers of h and the symmetry factors coming from equivalent
lines (note that in the new ‘box’ vertices not all lines are equivalent). We can now see that if we
define
01 = 1 + k1 ; 
0 = + k2 ; 03 = 3 + 3k3 ; 
0
4 = 4 + 3k4 ; (59)













In other words, the bare parameters  and i are themselves invisible, and only the renormal-
ized parameters 0 and 0i occur. The principle of renormalization then forces us to tune the
bare parameters in such a way that they completely absorb all effects of c1,2. Admittedly this
means that the bare parameters become divergent as well – but since they show up nowhere by
themselves, this is actually irrelevant.
2.3.3 Nonrenormalizable theories
The above toy model is of course very crude: in reality, there are many more divergent loop
diagrams than just the ones we used. These are called overlapping divergences, occurring for
instance in the diagram , which in our toy model has no dotted partner. The significant
point is that the divergencies are located in diagrams (or sub-diagrams) with just so many legs
that they can be absorbed into a combination with bare vertices of the theory. That this is not
always possible can be seen from some examples. Suppose we also had a divergence in loops
with 3 vertices. The following diagram would then occur:
which would have to be absorbed into a 6-point vertex. In a ’4 theory there is no such vertex,
and the divergence would remain. If we try to save the day by going to a theory with additional
’6 couplings, then again there would be diagrams like
which would necessitate a ’8 vertex, and so on. Although a theory with an infinite number
of parameters is by itself not forbidden, it would require us to make an infinite number of
measurements before we could start on any prediction, and physics would be hopeless. Such
theories are called nonrenormalizable.
Suppose the largest power of ’ in the action is p. A loop with up to k vertices on it can
then have up to k(p − 2) legs sticking out from it. If it is divergent, the theory will only be
renormalizable if k(p− 2)  p. If k = 1, all theories are renormalizable; for k = 2, only p  4
is allowed, and this is the reason why ’4 theory is used as our paradigm14.
2.3.4 Running couplings and the  function
So far, we have not discussed the  dependence of the renormalization procedure. Typically, 
contains some parameter that regularizes the loop divergences (like the famous 1= in dimen-
sional regularization) but it may also contain physical information. In actual theories like QCD,
this can for instance be the energy scale at which the measurements (C2 and C4 in the above) are
14This is also the reason why the self-interactions of the Higgs boson in the Standard Model are chosen to be of
type ϕ3 + ϕ4, and not higher.
performed, but in general it might be anything else, for instance the time of day or the altitude
at which the measurements are performed. We shall simply assume that there is some finite
parameter s, the scale, such that a change in s leads to a change in . We can always choose
s such that the dependence is linear with unit derivative: d = ds (note that what we mean
here by ‘scale’ is not the same as what is usually implied: in QCD, for instance, our ‘scale’ is
log(Q2) rather than Q2).
Now suppose that the measurements are performed at two different scales, s1 and s2.
The bare parameters that we extract may be divergent (and we need to regularize), but their
extracted values should be the same in both cases, since the action doesn’t know about external
experimental information like the scale. This means that the renormalized parameters at the two
scales should be related, and that having performed the measurement at scale s1 we ought to be
able to predict what would have been the outcome if we had performed it at scale s2 instead. The
outcome might be different, and in that case we say that the renormalized parameters are scale-
dependent; but the very least requirement is that at both scales the renormalized parameters are
finite!
In order to illustrate all this let us suppose that we have a theory with a single dimension-
less parameter v. An example is QCD with massless quarks, where v = s. After absorbing
the loop divergences we obtain a finite renormalized parameter, which we shall call w. This
depends on the scale via its dependence on :
w(s) = F (v;) : (61)
For simplicity, we assume that F (v; 0) = v (this is not really drastic: if F (v; 0) = f(v) is not
simply v, we just take f−1(F (v;)) and call that the renormalized parameter w, simply a finite
function of the old one).
Since v can by assumption be extracted from the measurement of w(s), we also have the
inverse function:
v = G(w;) ; v = G(F (v;);) : (62)




w(s)  (w;) = F2(v;) = F2(G(w;);) ; (63)
where a subscript i denotes partial derivation with respect to the ith argument. We have





If we insist that the renormalized parameter at the new scale is also finite, all occurrence of 
should disappear in the  function:
@
@
(w;) = 0 ) d
ds
w(s) = (w) ; (66)
The last equation is known as the renormalization group equation. It implies that G can be
written in the form15





15By separation of variable in Eq.(65).
Since w = v for  = 0, the functions G and b are each other’s inverse. This also means that
w = G( + b(v)) = F (v;) ; F2(v;)
F1(v;)
= (v) : (68)
Thus, knowledge of (w) completely fixes the form of F : if a theory results in an F with a
different form, it is only meaningful at precisely the scale at which the measurements are made,
but not at any other one.
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v4 +    : (69)
The condition F (v; 0) = v that we started with is of course just one of the possibilities, de-
pending amongst other things on the precise definition of . Different such renormalization
prescriptions or schemes are possible, and we just used a particularly simple one.
The renormalized parameters in two different schemes must be related in a finite manner:
if we adopt another scheme in which the renormalized parameter is w0, then we have
w = h(w0) = w0 + h1w02 + h2w03 + h3w04 +    ; (70)











where h0 denotes the derivative. It is easy to check that the first two coefficients in the ex-
pansions of (w) and  0(w0) coincide: scheme dependence shows up in the third and higher
terms.
In theories with more parameters we have a set of coupled renormalization group equa-
tions that have to be solved simultaneously.
2.4 Appendix: Convergence of perturbation theory
In setting up perturbation theory we have assumed that in ’4 theory, say, the interaction term
is a ‘small disturbance’ of the Gaussian shape of the free theory. Close to the peak this may
be true, but for large ’ values it is not: the tails of the distribution are nothing like Gaussian.
As a consequence, perturbation theory does not converge! To see this, look again at the G2p of


















(2p+ 4k − 1)(2p+ 4k − 3)
24k
: (72)
The radius of convergence of this series16 is zero for any nonzero , since Tk=Tk−1 ! 1 as
k ! 1. For small , the terms Tk will start out decreasing, but at k  32=2h they will
16The radius of convergence of a power series in z around z = 0 is defined as the largest value of jzj such that
the power series converges, i.e. the subsequent terms in the series decrease fast enough.
start increasing again, and the perturbative prediction will start to oscillate wildly: perturbation
theory breaks down at order 32=2h. For  = 1,  = 2, h = 0:01 this means around the
75th order, so it is not surprising that the table in section 2.3.1 looked reliable. This breakdown
is a general feature as long as we expand the cubic or higher interactions around the quadratic
part. That the problem is not cured by either dropping the vacuum diagrams, going over to
connected Green’s functions, or applying renormalization, becomes clear when we redo the
finite renormalization procedure for C6, this time for h = 0:3:
O (hp) (p) (p) C(p)6 wrong
0 1.000000 2.000000 40.00000 40.00000
1 .700000 3.800000 4.000000 -152.0000
2 .490000 4.340000 68.80000 584.8000
3 .463000 4.934000 -93.20000 -2182.160
4 .390100 4.20500 405.7600 8612.692
5 .517270 6.63014 -1384.664 -36118.36
6 .131629 -1.59249 5869.178 162372.5
7 1.43778 30.2795 -26669.53 -782851.6
8 -3.58970 -106.449 132819.5 404416.2
9 17.8758 535.079 -713389.2 -22335606
Mathematically, this awful behaviour is our punishment for interchanging the sum and
integral in Eq.(15), and series such as these are called asymptotic series. Fortunately, since the
terms not only increase but also oscillate we can still assign a meaning to such sums by the
procedure called Borel summation, which in essence interchanges sum and integral back again.




(−x)nn (x  0) ; (73)
where n grows like n! for large n (as in the case of the perturbative expansion). Now, f(x) is







is convergent, at least for some x > 0. Integrating term by term we can then see that a sensible
















and the resulting Borel-summed expression for f(x) is well-defined17 for nonnegative x, while
its expansion in powers of x is not a convergent series. Note that for x real and negative, the
integral is ill-defined, and the terms in the series for f(x) do not oscillate any more.
17For the experts: it is equal to e1/xE1(1/x)/x, where E1 is the exponential integral.
Perhaps of more direct computational relevance, asymptotic series like (73) have the prop-
erty that if we truncate them at some order, the error made is smaller than the first neglected





∣∣∣f(m)(x)− f(x)∣∣∣  jxmmj : (77)
Hence, by choosing m such that jxmmj is minimal, we may hope to still get a good numerical
approximation to the real answer. In our example, with n = n!, the best m is seen to be
m  1=x, and the error made is of the order of m!xm  exp(−1=x), which for small x is very
small indeed! As long as we do not plan to compute the 137th order, QED would appear to be
safe, but in QCD the potential hazards are closer at hand, around the 10th order. In any case it is
good to keep in mind that perturbation theory is a crutch with cracks.
3 Enter the universe:
many points make a space
3.1 One-dimensional theories
We now start to expand our model of the universe. While still keeping to a particle without
intrinsic properties other than its mass, we shall allow it to live on more than just a single point.
Moreover, we shall adopt the usual practice of choosing our units such that both h and c, the
speed of light, have numerical value 1.
3.1.1 Theories with more field variables, and space
We shall start with a simple extension of our zero-dimensional model, and take an infinite set
of fields, labelled by integer labels: ’n, with −1 < n < 1. Since we are interested in
expectation values of products of fields, like h’2’0’1’5i, we also need to introduce an infinite
number of sources Jn, one J for every ’, since we use the J’s to identify and count the powers
of the various ’’s. In the spirit of perturbation theory, we shall for now forget interactions that
contain three or more ’’s. If the action only contained terms of type ’2n, we would end up with
just an infinite number of copies of the zero-dimensional theory, and no correlations between









and the path integral, the multi-variable generating function of the expectation values of all













Now we have interactions of nearest-neighbour type, and correlations between fields further
away can only go via the intermediate fields: we expect the correlator
h’m’ni  (n;m) = (jn−mj) (80)
to be smaller when jn−mj is larger, and this is just what we expect for fields at large distances.
In fact, it is the ‘link’ γ that tells us that we might envisage the fields as living on a set of points
in some space, the distance between neighbouring points becoming ‘larger’ as γ decreases.
The neighbour-interactions tell us the structure of space. This may at first sight appear
mystical, but we should realize that we obtain our notions of space and time from ideas about
how ‘distances’ between space-time events are defined: these are typically based on measuring
correlations (for instance by sending light signals etcetera) and so they depend directly on the
neighbour-interactions. In this simple case, since γ and  do not depend on n, we can envisage
the points to be equidistant, separated by some ‘distance’ :
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ∆
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ
−2 −1 0 1 2 3
and the whole model is invariant under translation by one distance . Of course, in the end we
shall take  ! 0, and recover normal translation invariance.
3.1.2 The one-dimensional propagator







= γ(m,n+1 + m,n−1) : (81)
The propagator (n) is defined as the 2-point Green’s function h’k’kni, and is given by
Feynman diagrams with precisely two external legs, one corresponding to ’k, the other one to



















































((n+ 1) + (n− 1)) : (83)








dz eizn(z) ; (84)













− 2γ cos z : (85)
We now take the continuum limit,  ! 0, and see if we can obtain a sensible limit for the
propagator. We keep the ‘distance’ between fields fixed, so we use x = n with x fixed.
We also introduce the momentum as p = z= such that nz = px. Note that then cos z =




;   2

+m2 ; (86)
















18Some care has to be taken here, since the approximation for the cosine is not valid everywhere. Fortunately, in
the resulting integral only values of p of order 1/x contribute appreciably, and there the approximation is justified.
Note that, whereas the fields ’n are not independent due to the γ interaction, the momentum
modes are in fact independent: the description of particles in terms of states with given mo-
mentum is simpler than its configuration-space description, and we shall use momentum-space
Feynman rules from now on.
Finally, it should be remarked that nearest-neighbour interaction gives the standard prop-
agator, but there are suitably perverse choices including next-to-nearest neighbour or higher
interactions that result in propagators with different behaviour.
3.1.3 The scalar action in one dimension
Let us now consider the action in the continuum limit. We can collect the whole configuration
of values f’g = (   ; ’−1; ’0; ’1; ’2;   ) into a function ’(x), where ’(x) = ’x/∆. The
action depends on this function, and is called a functional of the field ’(x). Carefully collecting




































dx L ; (88)
where we have defined the Lagrangian density L. A sensible limit for the source terms can only
be obtained if we put





dx ’(x)J(x) ; (89)







dx (L − ’(x)J(x))
)
: (90)
Here, D’ is the ‘infinitesimal path integration element’, the limiting case19 of the earlier (enu-
merable) ∏n ’n. A word on the behaviour of ’(x) is in order. From our interpretation of the
action as describing a combined probability density for the field values ’n, it follows that the
quantity (’n+1 − ’n)2= must be finite if a particular configuration of ’’s is to contribute to
the path integral. So, steps in x of length  typically make ’(x) jump with steps of order p,
in other words: in the limit  ! 0 this ’(x) must be everywhere continuous but nowehere dif-
ferentiable. Pictorially, a typical ’(x) has a fractal structure, with zigs and zags on ever smaller
lengths scales, like the path of a particle undergoing Brownian motion20. The term ’0(x)2 in the
action has, therefore, a rather symbolic meaning.
3.1.4 The classical field equation in one dimension
For a single field in zero dimensions, the classical field equation reads S 0() = J , with solution
c(J). This does not mean that this solution is the only one contributing to the path integral, but
19This limit is actually rather more subtle than presented here, since the number of continuous functions of x is
not enumerable. For our purposes, however, we may skip such fine points.
20In fact, for m = 0 it is Brownian motion in one dimension, where ϕ(x) is the position at time x.
rather that a small interval (whose size diminishes with h) of all ’ values around ’c = c(J)
gives the dominant contribution. In the discrete one-dimensional case, the analogue of the
classical field equation is
@
@’k
S(f’g) = Jk 8k : (91)
For the action (78), this results in
’k − γ(’k−1 + ’k+1) = Jk ; (92)


















The second term is seen to be the discrete variant of a derivative. Denoting this discrete deriva-





















= 0 : (95)
In the continuum limit, the equation of motion becomes the Euler-Lagrange equation for the
scalar action:
m2’(x)− ’00(x) = J(x) : (96)
The classical solution c is continuously differentiable for smooth source functions J(x) and
hence by itself is not even in the path integral measure. Again it is the set of ’(x) functions
close to the classical one that give the dominant contributions.
Derivatives such as the above, where the action functional is varied with respect to a single
value of ’, are called functional derivatives, and usually denoted by curly ’s. In the text-book












= 0 : (97)
3.2 More dimensions
Rather than bothering with the Feynman rules for the one-dimensional theory, we now move on
to more dimensions. We shall always aim for the simplest case, and therefore stick to nearest-
neighbour interactions. We shall start with a discretized action, where the field values are la-
belled by a set of several integers rather than a single one. Note that a labelling with several
integers can always be re-encoded in terms of a single integer label: however, simple nearest-
neighbour interactions in four dimensions would look very complicated in the one-dimensional
encoding, leading to non-local interactions. Our notion of space — yes, the ‘everyday kind’ of
space – is, after all, only a mental construction, developed over the course of our development
up from foetuses to adults, that allows us to comprehend, and react to, the world in an efficient
manner. Spacetime is defined in such a way interactions look simple.
3.2.1 Euclidean multidimensional theory
Let us consider the discrete version of a D-dimensional theory. We choose vector labels ~n =
(n1; n2; n3; : : : ; nD) for the fields. Also we define ~ek to be the vector with kth component equal












There is now a translation invariance in each of theD directions. The SD equation can be solved












where we have used the D-dimensional generalization of z. The continuum limit is now ob-
tained by defining
~x = ~n ; ~z = ~p ; γ  2−D ;   2Dγ +m2D : (100)

















whereK is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. Note that we have obtained not only
translational but also rotational invariance: the rectangular structure of the underlying discrete
grid has become invisible in the continuum limit21. The continuum Lagragian density is now










In the same manner, the continuum source function is defined by J~n = DJ(~x), and the classi-
cal field equation is, in the continuum limit:
m2’(~x) + ~r2’(~x) = J(~x) : (103)
Finally, let us reintroduce the ’4 self-interaction again. Cavalierly ignoring the fact that the
propagator was derived from a SD equation without self-interaction vertices22, we simply add













+ ’(~x)4 − J(x)’(x)
)
; (104)
Note that the  vertex also ‘occurs’ at all space points.
21Again, the rotational invariance can be corrupted by choosing a more perverse action in the discrete case:
fortunately, it is the simplest action that leads to the best continuum limit.
22In fact, the SD equation would be very different if we include the self-interactions, and so would the continuum
limit. This is precisely the sin for which the loop divergences are the punishment.
The Feynman rules for such a theory can be obtained in precisely the same manner as
before, as the more-dimensional generalizations of the one-dimensional case. They are simplest






where we recognize the propagator of the one-dimensional theory in the momentum represen-







! −(2)44 (p1 + p2 + p3 + p4) ; (106)
where the (2)44() comes from the fact that we have to integrate this four-vertex over the
whole space. Finally, the source is, in the same way, given by
p q ! J(q)(2)44 (p+ q) ; (107)
In the vertices all momenta are counted incoming (or all outgoing). In addition, every momen-
tum in a line has to be integrated over, with a factor (2)−4. Usually, we will consider sources
that correspond to particles of fixed momentum being absorbed or produced (that is, sources
J(~x) consisting of a single Fourier mode), and in that case the external momenta are effectively
fixed.
3.2.2 Towards Minkowski space
The construction of our field theory looks almost realistic: the only thing not yet built in is
the special roˆle of time. Indeed, instead of space points labelled by ~x = (x1; x2; x3; x4), we
know it is much better to describe things on the basis of space-time events with coordinates
xµ = (x0; x1; x2; x3), and a metric given by gµν , with g00 = 1; g11 = g22 = g33 = −1, and the
other components zero. We therefore make the following substitution:
x4 = ix0 : (108)
The exponent in the path integral, Eq.(104), then becomes
−S[’(x)] ! iS[’(x)] ;
S[’(x)] =
∫








The factor 1=24 = 1=4! is still there by convention. Note that we have taken a factor −i out of









d4p e−ipxJ(p) ; (110)








(p2 −m2)’(p)2 + iJ(p)’(p)
− i
24
(2)44 (p1 + p2 + p3 + p4)’(p1)’(p2)’(p3)’(p4)
)
; (111)
where the symbol ∑p means that every momentum has to be integrated over, with a factor
(2)−4.
In the above, we have tacitly assumed that the 90o Wick rotation implied by Eq.(108) is
actually allowed: since the integrand in the path integral now is oscillatory rather than damped,
this is not at all obvious. A signal of potential problems is the fact that the quadratic term in
the action contains p2 − m2 = (p0)2 − j~pj2 − m2 which may become zero, and in fact does
so precisely for on-shell particles! For the moment we shall blithely ignore this problem, and
assume that all particles are off their mass shell; later on we will repair this.
3.3 Choosing the action
Until now we have mainly been studying ’4 theory as a useful vehicle to develop the various
techniques and concepts. Interactions such as ’3 or interactions containing derivatives can eas-
ily be incorporated, the Feynman rules being read off in each case directly from the Lagrangian
density: but which density ought we to take? A possible answer comes from the classical field
equation, which as we have seen is the classical Euler-Lagrange equation for the action. In the









L = 0 ) @µ@µ’(x) +m2’(x) + 
6
’(x)3 = J(x) : (112)





’(x) = 0 ; (113)
which is the Klein-Gordon equation. This gives us the necessary hint: to see what the propagator
of a particle type ought to be, look at its ‘classical’ field equation. The particle we have been
studying so far was assumed to have no internal structure: its only characteristic can be its
momentum, and the Klein-Gordon equation just says that for a free particle this momentum
must be on the mass shell. For the vertices we may choose anything, but the burden of proof
is of course ours: apart from the obvious conformity with experiment, there are some general
considerations, for instance the resulting connected Green’s functions had better be Lorentz
invariant. There is, however, another fundamental requirement, which we shall come to in the
next section.
4 Quantum Terrorism :
of scattering, cutting, amputating and exploding
4.1 The scattering and probability
What we have done so far would be doomed to be no more than a mathematical recreation
unless we attempt to make contact with physics. In quantum field theory, the connected Green’s
functions are postulated to relate to the quantum-mechanical transition amplitudes, and in that
way enter into predictions for cross sections and lifetimes. The precise relation will follow
below: first we need to make some general remarks.
4.1.1 The S matrix and the T matrix
In particle physics experiments, we typically start by preparing an initial state at some time ‘far
in the past’ where particles are ‘far away from each other’: so far away, in fact, that we assume
the particles to be free of any interaction. At that moment, the initial state jin; t = −1i is then
made up (ideally!) as a combination of single-particle states corresponding to, say, the incoming
e+ and e− each with its own momentum. As time takes its course, the particles will approach
and start interacting. The incoming state evolves in some complicated manner, and at a late
time it will be jin; t = +1i. It is important to realize that this is still the same state: it is rather,
the experimentalist observer at t = +1 who has undergone a time translation with respect to
the accelerator operator who prepared the state at t = −1. Then we perform the observation,
and the state is observed to consist of, say, quarks moving away from the interaction region
(we cheerfully ignore hadronization here). The corresponding state is jout; t = +1i. The
probability (amplitude) for this to happen is of course the overlap between the states: hout; t =
+1jin; t = +1i. Under the assumption that the prepared state is, at t = −1, essentially
that of a combination of free particles without interaction, and the observed state at t = +1
likewise, the amplitude may be written as the element of a matrix connecting these free-particle
states. This matrix is called the S matrix, and its elements are what we want to compute.
4.1.2 Unitarity and the optical theorem
If the free-particle states form a complete set, an important consequence follows. Let us denote
by j a state that looks like a free-particle state at t = −1: j therefore labels a particle content
as well as all kinds of momenta, spins, etc.; and let us similarly denote by k a state that looks
like a free-particle state at t = +1. The element of the S matrix can then be written as Skj.
The completeness of the whole set of possible states j, and of the whole set of possible states
k, then implies that S must be unitary:
SSy = SyS = 1 : (114)
This requirement of unitarity essentially means that the normalization of states is preserved, in
other words: unitarity = conservation of probability. If there were no interactions whatsoever,
j could of course only appear as j even at t = +1, and we would have Skj = k,j. It therefore
makes sense to write the S matrix as follows:
S = 1 + iT ; (115)
where the i is taken out of the T matrix by convention. The unitarity of S in Eq.(114) then
implies for T :
i(T − T y) + TT y = 0 : (116)
Let us now specialize to the case where j = k, i.e. the final and initial state happen to be







where on the right-hand side we must sum over all states n: the (imaginary part of) the amplitude
Tjj is related to the total probability for the initial state j to go into any final state. Eq.(117) is
called the optical theorem since it was first derived in the context of waves travelling through a
medium.
Another consequence of unitarity is that S (and T ) matrix elements cannot be arbitrar-
ily large. Indeed, if all labels are discrete, we must have ∑k jSkjj2 = 1. For continuous la-
bellings (such as momenta) the condition is more involved, but the only thing we need here is
the knowledge that unitarity will be endangered whenever we encounter matrix elements that
show unlimited growth (for instance as a function of energy).
4.2 Towards predictions for experiments
The relation between Feynman diagrams and scattering processes is the postulate that the T
matrix elements of the theory are related to the Green’s functions, that themselves can be
computed using the Feynman diagrams of the theory. Note that we have ‘related to’, and not
‘equal to’: we shall discuss the precise nature of the relation below. We shall not give rigorous
derivations here23: instead, we aim to illustrate the consistency of our approach.
4.2.1 Density of states
The first thing to be done is to give a more precise meaning to the notion ‘sum over states’
as used for instance in Eq.(117). What we use for the sum over states is of course to some
extent arbitrary, since we have not discussed the normalization of the states. An important
requirement, however, would seem to be that the sum over states must be Lorentz-invariant,
otherwise it becomes difficult to arrive at Lorentz-invariant predictions for cross sections and
the like. Realizing that we assume the final-state particles to be free and on their mass shell,
and to have positive energy24, the phase-space integration element for a single particle with














where the first alternative is explicitly Lorentz-invariant. The factor (2)−3 comes from the
usual (2)−4 that comes with any momentum integral, and a factor 2 that comes with any
Dirac delta function – but again, this is to some extent arbitrary. For a total final state consisting
of n particles we of course also have the requirement of overall conservation of energy and
momentum, and therefore we choose as the actual n-particle phase space integration element:



















where P µ is the total four-momentum. This is defined to be the ‘sum over states’ for particles
without characteristics other than momentum. If additional quantum numbers such as spin or
colour etc. are involved, we include discrete sums over these variables as well: usually we shall
leave them to be understood.
4.2.2 Cross sections and widths
In making experimental predictions we have to obtain, in one way or the other, the quantum-
mechanical transition amplitudeM for some process. Presently, we shall see howM is related
to the Feynman diagrams and the S matrix element. Having obtained M, we have to turn it
into an experimental prediction. The two commonly studied quantities are the cross section for
2 ! n processes, and the decay width (inverse lifetime) for 1 ! n processes. At this point, we
simply give the prescriptions for them. By hjMj2i we denote the absolute value squared ofM,
23After all, no-one can prove that the world is described by quantum mechanics. Rigor mathesis perfectus mortis
rigorem inducet.
24The on-shell condition is essentially the definition of what it means to be a free particle with no energy other
than that due to its motion (i.e. no potential energy); the positivity of the energy is an empirical fact.
summed over unobserved discrete quantum numbers of the final state such as spins or colours,
and averaged over similar quantities for the initial state25.
For the partial decay width dΓ of an unstable incoming particle with mass M and mo-




hjMj2i dV (P ; p1; : : : ; pn) SBF ; (120)
and for the partial cross section d for two incoming particles of masses ma and mb and mo-
menta pµa and p
µ




hjMj2i dV (P ; p1; : : : ; pn) SBF ;
F =
(
(s−m2a −m2b)2 − 4m2am2b
)1/2
;
s = P 2 ; P µ = pµa + p
µ
b : (121)
Here, SBF is the Bose-Fermi symmetry factor: if the final state contains a group of precisely
p indistinguishable particles in the final state, we have to include a factor 1=p! for each such
group, since if the particles are indeed indistinguishable, any permutation of them leads to
overcounting in the cross section26.
The ‘flux factor’ 1=2M is also related to our normalization of states, and we shall have to
prove its consistency. That the relative ‘flux factors’ 1=2M and 1=2F are consistent with one
another can be seen from the fact that, in the rest frame of particle b, we have








where we recognize the normalization of the two states (with the wave of a having undergone
the correct Lorentz contraction in its direction of motion, and hence a change in its normaliza-
tion with respect to that for a particle at rest), and the relativistic velocity of a in the rest frame
of b, inherent in the definition of cross section as the rate per unit flux.
Finally, dimensionality. Taking into account27 that the Dirac delta function (A) has the
inverse dimension of its argument A, the n-particle phase space factor is easily seen to have
dimension (GeV)3n−4. If an inverse lifetime is to have dimension (GeV)1, then M(1 ! n)
must have dimension (GeV)3−n. We conclude that an amplitude with a total of k external
particles must have dimension (GeV)4−k. It follows immediately that cross sections must have
dimension (GeV)−2, in accordance with their interpretation as an area. Note that we deal here
with the units in which the amplitudes are expressed, and not with their actual behaviour as a
function of the total energy: indeed, this is what leads into trouble later on.
4.2.3 Connected and disconnected diagrams
We are now in a position to take Feynman diagrams seriously as saying somthing about physics
going on. At this point, the connectedness of the diagrams starts to play a significant roˆle.
25This means, for instance, a factor 1/2 for each unpolarized incoming spin-1/2 particle, 1/3 for a massive spin-1
particle, 1/2 for an incoming massless spin-1 particle, 1/3 for an incoming quark, and 1/8 for an incoming gluon.
26On the other hand, the number of Feynman diagrams inM will be bigger by a factor p!. Some authors include
a factor
p
SBF in the definition of M, but this spoils some of the symmetry in case one of the incoming particles
is indistinguishable from one of the outgoing ones.
27as can be easily seen from the definition
∫
dAδ(A) = 1.
Consider the diagrams associated with the decay of a single particle: they contain one incom-
ing, and any number of outgoing particles. Some of these diagrams may be connected, but in
principle we can also write down disconnected diagrams, as indicated below, where as usual
hatched blobs denote connected diagrams, and here a speckled blob denotes any combination
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If the outgoing particles all have positive energy, we see that the connected diagrams without
the incoming line attached vanish because of energy conservation. Therefore, in this case only
the connected Feynman diagrams can give a nonzero result. Similarly, for the two-particle cross
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Again, blobs with no incoming lines vanish because of energy conservation.
The case with two separate connected contributions, each with one incoming line, is more
tricky. It can contribute, but only if the two incoming particles are capable of decaying inde-
pendently in the particular indicated final states. In most cases this will not be possible (for
instance in e+e− collisions), and then the conclusion is that only the connected Feynman di-
agrams contribute. This is, in fact, the reason for the emphasis on connected diagrams in our
zero-dimensional model. It must be kept in mind, however, that this is not really a theorem.
Indeed there are cases where the disconnected diagrams do enter. For example, we may have
collisions between unstable particles such as +−, or between, say, three or more particles.
Another instance may be processes occurring at high temperature (such as the very early uni-
verse), where the surrounding ‘heat bath’ can actually supply energy ‘out of the vacuum’ such
that particles may be created without explicit incoming particles. Fortunately, in typical collider
situations such exotic processes can usually be neglected.
Having argued that only the fully connected diagrams give a physical contribution, we
make one more step. Each such diagram contains contains an overall factor (2)44 (P −∑ p),
where ∑ p stands for the sum of all outoing momenta, and P for the total incoming momentum.
The square of a Dirac  function is not well-defined, so as usual, we enclose our system in a
large space-time box, thereby turning the Dirac  function into a simpler Kronecker , which can
be squared. Letting the box become infinitely large again at the end, we recover precisely the
overall momentum conservation that we already included in our sum over states, times volume
factors that cancel against the wave function normalizations. Part of our recipe, then, is that
we should sum all the relevant Feynman diagrams, but leave out the overall momentum-
conservation factor.
4.3 Poles and residues
We are not yet able to give a precise recipe for the matrix element M, since the propagator
i=(p2 − m2) is still singular precisely for stable, on-shell particles. We are now ready to face
this issue: its resolution also tells us the correct prescription for M.
4.3.1 The propagator for an unstable particle
Let us consider the following process. We start with the vacuum, with no particles at t = −1.
Then, a source emits an unstable particle with momentum pµ and mass m, which propagates
through spacetime, while undergoing interactions which may destroy the particle by letting it
decay, but do not necessarily do so. Let us assume that the particle is not destroyed, but rather
absorbed by another source. Then, at t = +1 we are left with the vacuum again. Let us denote
the particle’s actual propagator by iR(p). At this point we do not know the precise form of R(p)
except that it should look like 1=(p2 −m2) if pµ is sufficiently far off its mass shell. Putting in



































= −iJ2R(p) ; (123)
where the blob denotes all possible connected diagrams. The label k stands here for the vacuum:
both before the source emits the particle, and after it absorbs the particle again, the states are
the same, and we are indeed looking at a diagonal element of the T matrix. Now we apply the
optical theorem: the imaginary part of Tkk is related to
∑
n
jTnkj2, where n denotes all possible







































where the half-open blob denotes any decay process. The sum over n is nothing but our ‘sum
over states’, summed over all possible particles configurations that could possibly result from





jTnlj2 = J2jR(p)j2 k mΓtot (125)
if pµ is close to its mass shell, where Γtot is the total decay width of the particle. This relation
simply follows from the definition of Γtot. At this point we do not know yet what k is, since that
is precisely one of the factors in the transition from diagrams to M that we want to determine;
however, we do know that it must be a positive dimensionless number. At any rate, we have the
following condition for R from the optical theorem:
−ImR(p) = k mΓtot jR(p)j2 : (126)
Together with the desired form for R far from the mass shell, the simplest solution is to take
R(p) =
1
p2 −m2 + ikmΓtot : (127)
A more precise analysis would take into account that the invariant mass at which the decay
process is evaluated is notm but rather
p
p2, and the imaginary part is accordingly p2 dependent:
the above form holds for narrow resonances28.
28The p2 dependence of the width does give measurable effects in, for instance, Z0 production at LEP.
4.3.2 The i prescription
What, now, for stable particles? The simplest idea is to consider stable particles as unstable
particles with an extremely long lifetime. In that case, we just let Γtot decrease down to almost,
but not quite, zero. The precise value of Γtot is then not relevant anymore, only the fact that




p2 −m2 + i ; ! 0
+ : (128)
This is the famous i prescription. Note that the sign is very important: on it hinges the fact that
unstable particles disappear, or in other words the direction of time: time is going forward
in the direction in which unstable particles decay. Incidentally, the i prescription is also
sufficient to allow us to do the Wick rotation in the path integral: it could have been put in
from the start, by adding a small term i’2=2 to the action, thus ensuring that the rotated path
integrand vanishes at infinity.
4.3.3 Almost-stable particles and amputation
We have seen that a good description of stable particles is to consider them as almost-stable
unstable ones. In the S matrix, however, unstable particles never make it to t = +1, and
we have to take a closer look at what is going on precisely. Let us assume that in some pro-
cess an unstable particle is produced off-shell, with momentum p. Having propagated for a
while it must decay, but if the particle is not very unstable this may be quite a distance away.
Diagrammatically, we have
A B }} p
{k}
{q}
+ other diagrams ; (129)
where A denotes the connected graphs in the ‘production’ process, and B those in the ‘de-
cay’ process. The fqg and fkg stand for the other particle momenta involved. As indicated,
there may be other diagrams leading to the same final state, but without involving this unsta-
ble particle. Let us denote by A the amplitude (a number) corresponding to A, and by B that





(p2 −m2)2 + k2m2Γtot2 jBj
2dV (P ; fqg+ fkg) ; (130)
plus other terms that do not contain the p propagator squared. We now multiply by unity in the




jAj2dV (P − p; fkg) 1
(2)4
d4p
(p2 −m2)2 + k2m2Γtot2 jBj
2dV (p; fqg) ; (131)
plus the other terms, which peak less strongly.
Let us now take the limit of almost-stability. The propagator then becomes very sharply
peaked, and we may write
1








The normalization can be simply checked by integration over p2. Putting this in, the expression
for the cross section becomes
d  1
2F




jBj2dV (p; fqg) ; (133)
where we have neglected the non-resonant parts since they cannot contribute in the infinitesi-
mally small part of phase space where p2 = m2.
The last factor in the above expression is nothing but what we are supposed to be using to
compute the partial decay width p! fqg, including the as yet unknown factor k. The result is
exactly what we ought to expect on the basis of probability theory, namely that the probability
to produce an almost-stable particle, followed by its decay into a given final state is the product
of the probability of producing it, times the branching ratio for the particular decay. Since stable
particles are supposed to be decaying infinitely far away, and we cannot see them decaying, we
have to sum over all their possible decay modes.
The resulting rule is attractively simple: external legs corresponding to scalar particles
must be replaced by the factor 1. This ‘cutting off’ of external legs goes by the grisly name
of amputation.
Before we finish this section, the factor k has to be cleared up. Since we have decided, on
the basis of the probability interpretation of the cross section, that external scalar legs should be
simply amputated, the same should of course hold for the incoming legs as well, and hence we
should have k = 1.
4.4 Cutting rules
Having established how external particles have to be treated, let us return to the optical theorem.
Denoting the sum of all Feynman diagrams that lead from an initial state j to a final state k by





DnjDnk = 0 : (134)
If perturbation theory is any good, Eq.(134) should hold term by term in an expansion in powers
of all the coupling constants in the theory. Each such term may consist of many Feynman
diagrams, and we shall argue that Eq.(134) in fact holds for each individual diagram.
To see how this works, consider the following diagram:










and is of order 3324. There are a good many other diagrams of the same order, and Eq.(134)










Let every line labelled k now correspond to a field ’k. Consider now a theory for 10 different
fields ’1; : : : ; ’10, with interaction potential
V (’1; : : : ; ’10) = g1’1’2’3 + g2’2’4’5’6 + g3’3’4’5’7
+g4’6’8’10 + g5’7’9’10 : (136)
It is easy to check29 that for this theory, the contribution to 1 ! 8 + 9 of order g1g2g3g4g5
contains precisely this diagram, and only this one. Assuming this theory to be unitary as well,
we see that Eq.(134) must hold for this diagram individually. What about the summed-over
state n in this case? It is easy to check that it can only be 2+3, or 2+4+5+7, or 3+4+5+6, or 6+7:
every other choice would give the wrong order in the coupling constants. Diagrammatically, we
can denote this by ‘cutting’ the diagram in half along some curve. The four possibilities in this
case are given here:
; ; ; :
A similar argument can be constructed for every Feynman diagram. The sum over n is
then a sum over all possible cuts that separate j from k. The internal lines that are cut through
are then ‘put on the mass shell’, and we have to sum/integrate over all their quantum numbers
and momenta. Eq.(134), applied to individual diagrams, are called the cutting rules. Two
remarks are in order about our treatment. In the first place, one might have worried about the
symmetry factors, since diagrams with non-identical fields have symmetry factor 1, while the
same diagram has another factor (in this case, 1/2) if the fields are identical. In fact there is
no inconsistency, precisely owing to our prescription for the Bose-Fermi factor SBF in the sum
over states. Secondly, the above is not really a rigorous derivation, since we had to assume the
unitarity of the 10-field theory as well: in fact one usually first proves the cutting rules from
the Feynman rules, and then proves the unitarity of S from the cutting rules. Here, we merely
aimed at showing the mutual consistency of unitarity and cutting rules.
4.5 Appendix: physical divergencies?
We have seen how a careful treatment of stable particles as almost-stable unstable ones led us to
handle the apparent singularity in their propagators for external lines. But what about internal
lines? That there may actually be singularities inside the physical phase space can be seen from
the following simple model.
Take a model with three scalar particle species: a, b and c. Let us assume that the fol-
lowing decays are physically possible: a ! bb and c ! ab. This means, of course, that some
(effective-action) vertices of the type ’a’2b and ’a’b’c exist, and also that mc > ma > mb; let
us take mb = 0 for simplicity.
Now consider the process
a(p1) + a(p2) ! b(p3) + c(p4) ;
29The secret is that all external lines occur in precisely one interaction term, and the internal lines in precisely
two.











where we have indicated with arrows the direction in which positive energy has to flow in this
diagram. It is matter of simple two-body kinematics to check that the momentum qµ of the
internal b line can become lightlike, q2 = 0, if the total invariant mass squared s is larger than
m4c=(m
2
c − m2a): for each such an energy there is precisely one scattering angle (in the CM
frame) for which this happens30. For generic couplings, the amplitudeM and the cross section
will therefore display a real, non-integrable singularity inside the physical phase space!
The way out of this conundrum is to realize that if the kinematics are such that the internal
b can be on its mass shell, we have here the decay of the a particle inside a scattering process.
If the non-stability of the a is relevant inside the scattering, then we should of course also keep
track of it for the external lines: an unstable incoming a cannot come from infinitely far away,
and its momentum is not fixed at p21 = m2a, but rather has a distribution around this value, with
a width given by the a lifetime. Instead of a pure momentum state for the incoming a(p1), we
ought therefore to use a superposition of states with different invariant masses. This ‘smearing’
turns out to be precisely sufficient to dampen the singularity in M, and the cross section turns
out to factorize, in a similar way as above, into a part describing the production of an on-shell b
with momentum qµ in the decay of a(p1), followed by the collision of b(q) and a(p2) into c(p4).
The message, again, is: be wary of particles that claim to be stable.
5 Inner life:
particles with spin
So far, we have considered only scalar particles. These are, by definition, characterized by their
momentum only. In the real life of the Standard Model, almost all particles have more structure
than that. Charged particles are described by complex rather than real fields, opening up the
possibility of antiparticles. The charged  is an example, although not an elementary one. Par-
ticles with additional internal spin structure are represented by fields with several components
that get mixed in well-defined ways under Lorentz transformations, and coloured particles have
in addition colour components that are mixed under complex rotations in colour space.
5.1 Dirac fermions
One of the most important types of spinning fields is that of spin-1/2 particles, of which the
electron is the simplest type. We shall not, in these notes, go through the whole construction
of Dirac spinors and their interpretation, but jump nimbly to the Feynman rules that describe
them.
30There is, of course, also the diagram with a(p1) and a(p2) interchanged: that diagram also has the divergence,
but at another scattering angle. We can therefore consider the diagrams separately as long as we only study their
singularity structure.
5.1.1 The Dirac equation and spinors
In his search for a relativistic wave equation that, in contrast to the Klein-Gordon equation (first
put forward by Schro¨dinger), would be of first rather than second order in time, Dirac had to
construct a set of matrices γµ ( = 0; 1; 2; 3) that obey an anticommutation relation:
γµγν + γνγµ = 2gµν1 ; (137)
where 1 denotes the unit matrix. The matrix γ0 must be hermitian, and the other three anti-
hermitian. The simplest such set consists of 44 matrices. Together with the unit matrix, these
form the basis of the Dirac algebra. Each element of this algebra can be written as a sum of
products of various γ matrices. Especially the total product is important: we use
γ5  iγ0γ1γ2γ3 ) (γ5)2 = 1 ; γ5γµ = −γµγ5 : (138)
The Dirac wave equation for a free electron reads
(i=@ +m) (x)  (γµ@µ +m) (x) = 0 ; (139)
where we introduced the notation =a = γµaµ for any vector a, so that =a=a = a2. The wave
function  has to have 4 components, two of which are interpreted as the two spin states of
the electron e−, and the remaining two are related to the two spin states of the positron e+.
Multiplying Eq.(139) on the left with (i=@ −m) we recover the mass-shell condition p2 = m2
for free particles.
The full consequences of the Dirac equation, such as the proof that indeed it decribes a
spin-1/2 particle with an approximate gyromagnetic ratio g = 2, are not important here. What
we do need are the algebraic conditions for the Fourier modes corresponding to a fixed, on-shell
momentum pµ and a spin pointing in a given direction. The spin direction is described by the
spin vector sµ, and we require
p2 = m2 ; sp = 0 ; s2 = −1 ; (140)
so that in the rest frame of pµ, sµ is just a direction in 3-space. Having these, the Dirac spinors
are defined to be u(p; s) for a particle and v(p; s) for an antiparticle, and these are defined by
their projection operators31:
u(p; s)u(p; s) =
1
2
(1 + γ5=s)(=p+m) ;
−v(p; s)v(p; s) = −1
2
(1− γ5=s)(=p−m) ; (141)
where the Dirac conjugate u is defined as u  uyγ0. The normalization chosen here is our
convention: in many texts, 1=2m is preferred to 1=2. The two spin states for the particle and the
antiparticle are related by sµ $ −sµ. We also have the perhaps more familiar spin sums
∑
s
u(p; s)u(p; s) = =p+m ;
∑
s
v(p; s)v(p; s) = =p−m : (142)
31Strictly speaking these are not projection operators since the nonzero eigenvalue is not 1 but 2m: the important
point is that they provide a division of the Dirac space into four separate pieces.
One remark is in order here. For very energetic fermions, the spin vector may blow up. If
both ~s and ~p point in the same direction ~e in some frame, Eq.(140) gives

















where the last term holds in the high-energy limit. That this problem is only apparent can be
seen from the projection operator in that case:













(1 γ5)=p+O (m) : (144)
The resulting projection operator in the limit m ! 0 is that for helicity states. The divergence
of sµ with energy disappears owing to the Dirac algebra.
5.1.2 Fermion propagators
In the same way that the propagator of a scalar particle is related to the Klein-Gordon equation,
the spin-1/2 Dirac propagator is (the momentum representation of) the Green’s function for the
free Dirac equation. We find the following Feynman rule:
p = i
=p+m
p2 −m2 + i : (145)
Note that this propagator is not even in pµ: the direction in which the momentum flows is
important, and hence we orient the propagator with an arrow and count the momentum along
the arrow. Notice the occurrence of a nontrival numerator: it tells us that the various spin states













p2 −m2 + i ; (146)
although this is strictly speaking only correct on the mass shell, to which we shall now move.
5.1.3 Amputation for fermions
The above Feynman rule holds for stable fermions (hence the i); for unstable fermions, we
again have to insert the mΓtot. We can now repeat the arguments that led us to the amputation
formula for scalar particles, with the added complication that the propagator has a matrix struc-
ture. Since a good amplitude M should have no Dirac indices hanging around, a fermion line
in a diagram ought to have the form u(matrices)u or similar. The ordering of the components
of a Feynman diagram becomes important now, and we adopt the usual convention of matrix
multiplication, which means that the fermion lines are written down against the direction of the
arrow.
Let us now assume that a fermion rather than an antifermion is produced and decays
far away, as depicted for a sclar particle in Eq.(129). The amputation argument is completely
analogous, since it relies only on the denominator of the propagators, and we see that the de-
nominator of the fermion propagator is again amputated away, but the numerator is left. The
spinor part u(p) must now be assigned to the decay amplitude B, while the conjugate spinor
part u(p) must go with the production amplitude A. The sum over spins in Eq.(146) is now
justified, and indeed consistent since the spin of the propagating fermion is by assumption not
detected (otherwise it would not be an internal line). A similar argument holds for the case of





































































































p ! v(p; s) ingoing antifermion ; (147)
where the momentum is defined to be physical, i.e. with positive energy32. In our derivation of
the antifermion amputation rules we have neglected the minus sign in front of the factor ∑ vv:
not unreasonably, since in the derivation we dealt with the cross section, hence with jMj2 rather
than M itself. We might have decided to take, say, −v for an incoming antifermion in order to
include this sign, but we prefer to stick to the more usual assigments. But the minus sign rears
its head in other places, as we shall now discuss.
5.1.4 The Fermi minus sign
Let us take a graph in which two fermion lines appear in opposite directions, and let us consider
















































































































The cut may also go through other internal lines. The momenta are pµ and qµ, both with positive
energy in the direction going from blob A to blob B (as required by the cutting rules). The two
fermions are not necessarily of the same type and mass. According to our Feynman rules, the





p2 −m21 + i
A
−=q +m2
q2 −m22 + i
]
:
The trace over spinorial indices is necessary because both A and B must have the form of Dirac
matrices (possibly in a complicated combination). The Feynman rules we have extracted for
external fermions, however, tell us to take, for the cut diagram:
Tr [Bu(p)u(p)Av(q)v(q)] = u(p)Av(q) v(q)Bu(p) ;
where we have implied summation over the spins in the spinors. We see that these results are
inconsistent by an overall sign because ∑ v(q)v(q) = =q−m2. To repair this (and, hence, repair
32This convention allows us to decide whether we have, say, an outgoing fermion or an incoming antifermion in
our process.
unitarity) we have to include an extra minus sign in the Feynman rules. The most economical
way to do this is by two extra prescriptions.
By the structure of the Dirac spinors, every diagram consist of zero or more fermion lines
connecting an external ‘outgoing spinor’, u or v, with an ‘ingoing spinor’, u or v, and zero or
more fermion lines going in closed loops. All these are connected and dressed up by bosonic
pieces. If we adopt the convention that in every diagram contributing to a certainM the ingoing
external fermions, say, are put in a fixed order, the ordering of the outgoing is unambiguously
given for each diagram, and these orderings may differ between different diagrams. The minus
sign precriptions can now be given as follows:
 Every closed fermion loop gives a factor -1.
 Every interchange of two outgoing external fermion lines (in the above sense) gives a
factor -1.
That the second prescription is also necessary to maintain unitarity can be seen from the fol-
lowing example, where the solid lines without arrows stand for any bosonic particle:
The first diagram must, by the first rule, have a relative minus sign with respect to the second
one when the diagrams are uncut: the second rule is necessary to ensure the same relative minus
sign when the diagrams are cut.
Finally, it is important to observe that the Fermi minus sign holds for all fermions, not
only those that you would naively consider as identical particles, such as two electrons: the two
tree-level diagrams for Moeller scattering, e−e− ! e−e−, have a relative minus sign. Indeed,
electron and positron are easily distinguishable (and we have a relative minus sign in the two
tree-level diagrams for Bhabha scattering, e+e− ! e+e−), but the minus sign rules also hold
for exotic interchanges such as between the muon neutrino and the top quark (somewhat less
exotically, the two tree-level diagrams for e+e− ! ee also have a relative minus sign). Really,
it depends on the set of interaction vertices whether or not one fermion can replace another in
a Feynman diagram. In QCD for instance, there are no vertices that allow us to interchange a
single up quark and a single down quark, and their relative minus sign is invisible; but if we
take the weak interactions into account, extra diagrams and interchanges becomes possible, and
the sign does matter.
5.1.5 Aside: long-distance communication
There is a difference between scalar and non-scalar particles. As we have seen from the ampu-
tation arguments, when a scalar particle is produced and decays very much later, the production
and decay are separated in spacetime to such an extent that the only information going between
them is the momentum of the scalar particle, and for the rest the particle’s decay can be con-
sidered to be independent from its production. Not so for spinning particles: the amputation
for, say, an outgoing fermion gives a factor u(p), which is coupled to a factor u(p) in its sub-
sequent decay: and both spin states of this spinor propagate together from production to decay.
Therefore, more information than just momentum is exchanged between production and decay,
no matter how far they are separated. Moreover, this will hold also for two particles that are
produced in one point and subsequently move very far away from each other before decaying.
5.2 Massive vector bosons
5.2.1 Polarization vectors and the Proca equation
We now turn to yet another particle type with internal structure, corresponding to spin-1. The
best-known such particle is of course the photon, but it is simpler to start with massive spin-1
particles such as the W and Z. The reason is that for such particles we can define a rest frame.
Apart from their momentum pµ, such particles are decribed by their polarization vector "µ,
which in the rest frame of the particle is nothing but the direction in which the ‘electric’ field
points, hence we have
p2 = m2 ; p" = 0 ; "" = −1 ; (148)
wherem is again the mass. Note the similarity between these and Eq.(140). The last equation is
written such that it holds for real as well as complex polarization vectors. In the massive case,
there are 3 linearly independent solutions, correspoding to the fact that a massive spin-1 system
has 3 different values that the spin component in a given direction can take. Real polarization
vectors, such as "µ1 , correspond to linear polarization, and complex ones, such as ("µ1 + i"µ2)=
p
2,









1 if  =  6= 0
0 otherwise










The conditions on " can convienently be combined34 in the so-called Proca equation:
@ν@νWµ − @ν@µWν +m2Wµ = 0 ; (150)
where "µ is the coefficient of the mode of theW field with momentum p. If we contract Eq.(150)
with @µ we obtain @µWµ = 0, or p" = 0, and inserting that again the Eq.(150) gives the Klein-
Gordon equation which takes care of the mass-shell condition for free particles. Note that this
only works if m 6= 0.
5.2.2 Vector boson propagators and amputations
Just as in the Dirac case, the propagator is related to the Green’s kernel of the field equation. The
Greens kernel R must satisfy the Proca equation with a Dirac delta function on the right-hand
side:
@ν@νRµα(x)− @ν@µRνα(x) +m2Rµα(x) = (x)gµα ; (151)
In momentum representation, we have of course Rµν(p), and the Proca equation reads




p2 −m2 : (153)
33The expression is correct in the rest frame, and it is Lorentz-invariant.
34The orthogonality of p and ε, ∂ W = 0, follows from contracting with ∂µ, and the mass-shell condition then
follows by inserting this condition again.
Notice again that this will not wirk for m = 0. As usual, for unstable particles a width, and
for stable particles an i has to be added for reasons of unitarity. The Feynman rule for a stable
spin-1 particle propagator therefore is seen to be
p
µ ν ! i














p2 −m2 + i : (154)
Again, we recognize the spin-sum in the ‘symbolic’ last expression. The Feynman rules for















































p, ε ! "µ ; (155)
where the arrow shows the flow of positive energy. The index on the polarization vector has to
be contracted with a corresponding vector index in whatever vertex the external line is attached
to, just as in the Dirac case vertices involving fermions must carry a Dirac index. Since the
propagator is even in the momentum we do not need to orient the spin-1 lines, nor is there a
minus sign to worry about.
5.3 Massless vector bosons
5.3.1 Longitudinal and transverse polarization
Since the photon, at least, is massless or almost so35, we need to consider the m ! 0 limit of
the spin-1 case discussed so far. Here, we run into trouble. Consider a massive spin-1 boson
moving along the z axis with momentum p and energy E =
p
p2 +m2. By boosting from the
rest frame, we see that the three possible polarization vectors can be chosen as follows:
pµ = (E; 0; 0; p) ;
"µ1 = (0; 1; 0; 0) ;


















The vectors "1 and "2 correspond to the field being at right angles to the velocity, and hence
of course unaffected by the boost. They (and real or complex linear combinations of them) are
called the transverse polarizatoins. The vector "3, however, corresponds to the field being in the
direction of motion, and hence by Lorentz contraction becoming more and more intense as the
velocity increases: this is called the longitudinal polarization. As the velocity approaches that
of light when m ! 0, it blows up. That this is a problem can be seen from the Feynman rule
for external particles: the matrix elementM contains " as an overall factor, so M will blow up
when " does, and we are bound for unitarity violation, especially when m = 0. Nevertheless,
the propagators and external lines are (more or less) unambiguously determined.
35The best limit to date is about 10−25 GeV.
5.3.2 Unitarity and current conservation
A possible way out of our dilemma is to realize that a theory contains more than propagators
and external lines: there are also interaction vertices. If a particle behaves awfully but has no
interaction with the rest of the cosmos, it is just the same as if it doesn’t exist, and we might as
well ignore it. Let us consider a process where a very light and fast spin-1 particle is emitted.
If it is transversely polarized, we do not particularly worry about unitarity, so let us take it















































































Here, we have written Mµ for the rest of the diagram (or set of diagrams). We now adopt the
law that the vertices in the theory have to be such that in all cases such as this, we have
Mµpµ = 0 : (158)
If we can arrange this, then the longitudinal spin-1 particle decouples when m ! 0: it has no
interaction with anything else in the world, and is effectively absent from the theory. In fact, the
above requirement is well-known. The diagram piece Mµ acts, after all, like a source for the
‘photon’, and (since we work in the momentum representation) it is the Fourier transform of a
spacetime current Jµ. The requirement of Eq.(158) is seen to be
@µJ
µ = 0 ; (159)
which is nothing but conservation of electromagnetic charge in the case of photons.
Another way to arrive at the same result is to consider more closely the statement that
‘the electromagnetic field is transverse’. This is obviously not a Lorentz-invariant statement:
even if the polarization vector happens to be transverse in one frame, a simple boost may make
it non-transverse. In general, a massless spin-1 particle will have momentum and polarization
given by
pµ = (j~pj; ~p) ; "µ = ("0; ~") ; j~pj"0 = ~p~": (160)
Now we can split ~" into a longitudinal part ~"L and a transverse part ~"T :










with the same result, namely that the transversality statement is effectively Lorentz-invariant
provided Mµpµ = 0.
So far, we have been able to decouple external longitudinally polarized photons, but a
danger lurks yet, since photons may of course also occur as internal lines. To solve this, we































































































































where we have indicated the momentum of the internal massless spin-1 line by kµ. We can
write this, in the almost-massless case, as
M = Mµ1
i(−gµν + kµkν=m2)
k2 −m2 + i M
ν
2 : (163)
We now request that for all such diagrams,
Mµ1kµ = 0 and Mν2kν = 0 : (164)
This gauge invariance requirement will allow us to let m go to zero. The condition is too strict
to satisfy for each individual diagram: the best we can arrange is that it holds for the complete
set of diagrams that make up M1 and M2. That, in turn, means that it is extremely dangerous
to leave out diagrams, since delicate cancellations are necessary to satisfy gauge invariance:
forgetting one term can lead to a cross section that is off by many orders of magnitude.
Finally, a word on the connection with Dirac particles. For those, the spin vector sµ
blows up just like "µ for longitudinal polarization. It is one of the many small miracles of Dirac
algebra that u(p; s) remains finite even if sµ explodes; our insistence on gauge invariance for
spin-1 particles is necessary because no such mechanism is around for "µ.
